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LEGAL NOTICE NO. 10 OF 2014

Agricultural Marketing (Egg Control) (Amendment) Regulations, 2014

Pursuant to sections 4 and 5(2) of the Agriculture Marketing Act, 1967¹, I,

TEMEEKI TSOLO

Minister responsible for trade and industry, cooperatives and marketing make the following regulations:

Citation and commencement

1. These regulations may be cited as the Agricultural Marketing (Egg Control) (Amendment) Regulations 2014 and shall come into operation on the date of publication in the gazette.

2. Regulation 2(2) of the Agricultural Marketing (Egg Control) Regulations 1969² (hereinafter referred to as the principal regulations) is amended by inserting after the definition of "poultry" the following definition -

"tray" means a pack of 30 eggs, together contained in one carrier specially designed to carry that number or a structure designed to contain or hold 30 eggs."

3. Second schedule of the principal regulations is deleted and the following Schedule is substituted:

SECOND SCHEDULE

Ministry of Trade and Industry, Co-operatives and Marketing
PERMIT

Lincence No.: No.:.

Expiring:

(EGG CONTROL REGULATIONS)
Issued under the Provisions of Legal Notice No. 35 of 1969

Permission is hereby Granted to:

Operating at Contact Phone No.: 

To Import/Export Tray

Eggs Into/From Lesotho Through the border post 

Not Later than day of .

The Consignment of Eggs to be obtained from or a Source to be recommended by Ministry of Agriculture's Veterinary Division within the Department of Livestock Services and shall be accompanied by a delivery note or similar document issued by the supplier.

The permit is issued subject to the following conditions:

The Import Permit Holder should buy local eggs as well and on expiry of this permit should present purchase invoices to the Department of Marketing for Verification;

The Importer/Exporter should report, on expiry of this permit, on actual imports/exports and present invoices with the report to Marketing for verification;

Total Imported/Exported Eggs should Not Exceed The Quantity Stipulated On the Permit;

This Permit is not issued/Intended To Release Confiscated/Seized Eggs; &.
Responsibility Of Use Of This Permit Should Not Be Transferred To Suppliers; and Others which may be necessary from time to time

Date of Issue: at (time)

MARKETING OFFICER: LESOTHO

Repeal

4. Agricultural Marketing (Egg Control) (Amendment) Regulations, 2013 is repealed.

Note:

- Original permit to applicant
- Duplicate to be retained by the officer in charge of the Border Post named in the permit.
- Triplicate to be retained by the Ministry

OFFICIAL DATE STAMP.

DATED:

TEMEKI TSOLO
MINISTRY OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY, COOPERATIVES AND MARKETING

NOTE

1. Act No. 26 of 1967 (as amended by Act No. 18 of 1973)
2. L. N. No. 35 of 1969
3. L. N. No. 25 of 2013 is repealed